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“Noble’s work has always engaged, in its own way, with
the Western Canadian tradition of poetry as intellectual experiment grounded on local experience…Death
Drive marks a counter-turn in the work of one of
Southern Alberta’s most distinctive writers.”
-Chris Jennings, Department of
English, University of Ottawa

In his latest collection of poetry, Charles Noble further reins in
an already tight form – haiku – only to let loose a “logopoeic”
poetry. He presents poems of extraordinary rigour and riddles
of wit that are solved by “lifetime” insights – a dialectical poetry
that still observes a phenomenological toehold but transcends
the limits of locality in recognizing the curled-up-but-everywhere world of media and markets – à la Fredric Jameson. And
yet, these “haikus” go straight – to “the shock of the naïve.”
�ey turn to a middle ground, in Aristotle’s sense of diﬃcult
target. �ey point to human acts, human reactions, and enact,
themselves, a meta-linguistic wrestling, at one with the quarrelling couple in the bar hanging on each other’s words and
insistent with “what do you mean by [a simple word]?” But they
are also implicated in what he calls the death drive (not death
wish), which arcs freely over a human life span – think architecture – and which, more radically, in the “pleated/ crossword”,
“make[s]/ good// a/ bit/ of/ bad/ inﬁnity”, no expenses, save for
that toehold, earth, as he would have it.
Charles Noble was born in Lethbridge and raised in Nobleford.
He earned his BA in English and Philosophy from the University of Alberta, and is the winner of the Writers’ Guild of Alberta
Poetry Award (1996). Charles now divides his time between
Banﬀ and Nobleford, where he farms with his brother, Bryan,
and his family.
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�e avant-garde and its metaphor[s] … enemy ﬁre
… friendly ﬁre … challenge … endless … critique …
behind[?] the lines … theory-wrestling … doughty
bouts … theory forsaking its dialectical power …
hardening into a science-like, blind praxis … the
elephant/envelope in the room: capitalism’s perpetual
(so far) revolution … arising in spurts from its
hardened arteries … in evil genius ﬁts of survival (see
ﬁlm Friends and Crocodiles) … sucking from behind into
its obsolescing, its vacuum (see F&C again for more
vacuum [cleaner] irony), the puﬃng avant-garde …
rendering it … poor cousin … impotent imitator …
so poetry re-verses to hobby? … spare … time … f[ol]k
art … ﬁngers in the socket … shock of the naïve …
return of the kernel … “extimate” kernel … what the
later Pound, of his thoughts, said he couldn’t get to
anymore … and so[w] … he can fault us.
Socrates:

�en it won’t be with serious intent that he writes them in water or
that black ﬂuid we call ink, using his pen to sow words that can’t
either speak in their own defence or present the truth adequately.…
He will sow his seed in literary gardens I take it, and write when he
does write by way of pastime.…
from Plato’s “Phaedrus”
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